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ABSTRACT
E-commerce nowadays has expanded in the past years, and it is substituting the traditional
brick and mortar stores. And most of the brands now have their own web or mobile application
so the users can shop online, it is easier and faster. Building an e-commerce application is like
any other software it goes through phases in the SDLC. This paper is going to be a guide to
adapt the Agile mythology in the development of the mobile e-commerce application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, with the rising ability of the mobile e-commerce market, specialists are looking
for increasingly adaptable strategies that can be utilized to conform to dynamic condition where
the mobile e-commerce framework condition are changing after some time. The agile strategy
encourages the software developing processes to accept the new changes at any phase of the
project, clients are dealt with independently as associates and unpreventable developmental
changes can be recognized. Agile methodologies construct a hugely collaborative to the software
improvement.[1] Normally, it’s connects with the 'lean' practice, agile software advancement
intently pursues into stream of the business esteem, including the attention to the exercises that
straightforwardly adds the task true objective of the software’s quality. The Agile manifesto
distributes the characterize methodology, it is currently known as the agile software development
process and the guiding force for Agile users.
Agile methodologies appeared to suit changing business requirements and for better
administration of the software improvement lifecycle. It gives rehearses that encourage
correspondence between the engineer and the client, and undergo develop-deliver feedback
cycles, to have increasingly explicit perspective on the requirements, and be prepared for any
change whenever. Agile development methodology enables organizations to build the correct
item and engages groups to consistently upgrade their release to optimize its value all through
advancement, enabling them to be as competitive as conceivable in the marketplace. [7,8]
Subsequently, the fundamental point of the approach is to convey what is required at a suitable
time during the advancement cycle. Agile methodologies are among the best programming
advancement ways to deal with apply now and again, when the client's requirements are not
correct, or when the due dates and spending plans are tight. However, other than the advantages
related in utilizing agile advancements in mobile software development, there are issues that
brings up concerns in detailing gains in quality, profitability and business fulfilment by various
groups. It has been accounted for that agile strategies had been effective in conveying for the
majority parts of cases, there are clashing reports that guarantee that the approach is still too
young to even think about requiring extensive academic proof of their success of their prosperity.
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This paper is an attempt to survey the distributed literature on the utilization of the agile
methodologies for the improvement of mobile software as the specialists trust that agile
innovations offer an answer for portable explicit applications that require excellent advancement
processes.[9]

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Agile development is a methodology depends mostly on producing a high-quality product in less
time, small groups and also less documenting. Researchers and experts have shown that agile is
suitable for all kind of systems especially for the small projects.
Abrahamsson et al. [3] declared the features of the agile technologies that suits in mobile software
development and why it is suitable. The different conflicts include, environment dispersal, few
members in the development team, known customer, small systems and short development
cycles.
Harleen K. Flora1, Dr. Swati V. Chande. [1] noted that agile methodology is the most suitable fit
for the mobile application developments process. Also, most of the studies for the application of
the techniques that agile development contains to the mobile application development indicates
the need for software development processes tailored to suite the mobile application
requirements.
Srinivasan J, Dobrin R, Lundqvist K. [4] illustrated that agile techniques hold a great promising
to decrease the cycle times and also providing a greater worth to the all key that the stakeholders
involved in the software ecosystem. While these methods seem to be very suitable for the
embedded systems development process, the uses have not become a very widespread practice.

2.1 E – Commerce
In the 1970s was the first online transaction. The action was made using the ARPANET (early
packet-switching network). Students at Stanford University and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) made the deal quietly because it was an illegal drug deal [2]. That’s was the
start of the e-commerce. E-commerce is an online business when the user can purchase or sell an
item by electronic methods, it’s indicated to both online retail and electronic transactions.
2.2 Mobile E – Commerce Application
Kevin Duffy started the expression of the m – commerce in 1997 at the launch of the Global
Mobile Commerce Forum, to be a sign of "the conveyance of electronic business capacities”
precisely to the customers hand, and anywhere, by the wireless technologies. The mobile ecommerce application will be developed through the SDLC stages (Software Development Life
Cycle), which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Planning and analyzing.
Designing.
The Implementation.
Testing the system.
The Maintenance.

SDLC can hail errors in software invention before they can be found (which will cost a lot greater
expense) in advanced stages. Although, it is extremely more than that, the Software Development
Life Cycle can spread out a configuration to get everything right and at time the first run through.
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Agile development is one of the newest and fastest mythology of the software development life
cycle, it launches the product fast and contiguously updates it to a better application.

Figure 1. Software Development Life Cycle

3. AGILE APPROACH
Agile software development is an approach of programming, the enhancements of the software
going to be under the requirements and the arrangements that will be developed over the mutual
effort of self-sorting out and cross-utilitarian groups and their customer(s)/end user(s). It
advocates many – sided arranging, transformative advancement, experimental learning, and
constant enhancement, and also it empowers quick and flexible reaction to the change.Agile
spread-out, by the Manifesto for Agile Software Development. Due to great qualities and
standards which embrace in the manifesto are supported in a wide scope of programming
advancement structures, including Scrum and Kanban. There is considerable anecdotal evidence
that adapting agile methods and qualities will improve the lightness of software experts, groups
and associations; in any case, some exact examinations have discovered no logical proof.The
Agile Manifesto set up a typical arrangement of larger qualities and standards for the majority of
the individual agile approaches. Its subtleties the main four fundamental beliefs for empowering
high-performance, efficiency, and outputs which are:
•
•
•
•

Individuals and communications.
Establishing a functional software.
The customer’s cooperation.
reacting to change.

Those four important qualities are upheld by 12 standards which underlie the Agile Manifesto:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Satisfaction of the Customer.
Welcoming changing requirements.
Short time of the delivery cycle.
The cooperation among business people and developers.
A motivational atmosphere between team members.
Face confronting correspondence.
A functional software-Primary measure of progress.
Agile promoting sustainable development.
Continuous attention regarding technical excellence and good design.
Simplicity.
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11. Self-Organization to have the best outcomes.
12. Self-improvement.

3.1 THE AGILE SDLC
Underneath Agile SDLC looks similar to the classic Software Development Life Cycle, however,
when plunged further, it is not the situation due to the fact that the agile Software Development
Life Cycle is hugely cooperative, iterative, and step – by – step to the jobs which individuals take
considerably more vigorous than on classic project.

Figure 2. Agile SDLC

3.2 TECHNIQUES
A portion of the most outstanding agile software development techniques:
1. Extreme Programming (XP):
The main purposes are to improve the software’s quality and responsiveness to changing
customer requirements. As a kind of agile progress, it advocates visit "deliveries" in a short
time of improvement cycles, which is intended to upgrade efficiency and present
checkpoints at which new customer requirements can be embraced.
2. Scrum:
It is about managing knowledge work, with an assurance on the new improvement of the
software. It was created for small teams that are consist of three to nine members, they will
divide their tasks to a number of activities which will be done inside the time boxed
iterations, called " sprints ", and these activities will not exceed one month to be done and
most usually couple of weeks to finish these activities, at that point tracking the progress and
then planning again in 15-minute stand-up gatherings, called day by day scrums.
3. Agile Modeling (AM):
Agile Modeling (AM), is a training - based methodology for modeling and documentation of
software-based systems. It is expected to be an accumulation of qualities, principles, and
practices for displaying software that can be adapted on a software development project in a
more adaptable way than conventional demonstrating strategies.
4. Crystal:
It focuses on individuals and the communication among them while they work on a software
development project. There is additional attention on business-criticality and business-need
of the framework under development. Unlike traditional development methods, Crystal
doesn't fix the apparatuses and systems of development, however, it keeps individuals and
processes at the center of the improvement processes. Also, it isn't just the people or the
processes that are matters, rather the communication between the two that is what matters
the most. Figure 2. Agile SDLC
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5. Dynamic systems development method (DSDM):
Rather than settling measures of functionality in an item, afterward changing time and
assets that will achieve the functionality, will be better to fix the time and resources, then
afterward modifying all measure of functionality appropriately.
6. Adaptive Software Development (ASD):
It combines the rules of the continuous adoption of the system to the current performance
situation. Adaptive software development substitutes the traditional waterfall cycle with a
duplicating series of speculating, team up, and learn cycles. This dynamic cycle
accommodates nonstop learning and adjustment to the new condition of the project.
7. Feature-driven development (FDD):
The main focus is the designing and building stages and the priority is the quality
viewpoints all through the whole progress and incorporates repeated and sensible
deliveries, alongside with careful observation of the project’s process.
8. Internet-speed development (ISD):
Addresses the issue of taking care of quick release for the development cycles in very
short time. Also, the structure made up of time drivers, quality conditions and process
changes.

4. AGILE ADAPTION IN E – COMMERCE
Each mobile e – commerce application has its own challenges depending on its unique features.
And most of the e-commerce applications developers follows the traditional development process
to make sure that the project has been developed in time, in budget and to achieve the
application’s requirements and needs. Here is the development life cycle of a mobile application:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

Concept/ Scope.
Requirement Analysis.
Planning.
Design preparation.
Development.
Testing.
Final Delivery.
Maintenance.

Each step has a very suitable agile technique to provide a better product that will be delivered in
time for the costumers and on budget for the organization, because agile is about short time,
flexibility in the development cycle which responses fast to the customer’s needs. Also, it is a
continuous building a two – way software pipeline between the organization and its customer.
The process of the software will be a continuous delivery and updating the software from the start

Figure 3: Mobile application Life Cycle.
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Table 1.

Phase

Suitable
Agile
Technique

Reason

Concept / Scope.

Scrum

Focuses on managing the project
and improving the software to
deliver in time with best quality.

Requirement Analysis.

XP

Focuses on the requirements, the
XP technique adapts and accepts all
of the changing requirements at any
time and stage.

Planning.

Scrum / XP

The main focuses in this phase is
the requirements and the software
itself as well. The requirements
might change so the XP will accept
it and adapts to the system, with
changing requirements maybe
change the software might occurs
as well, so Scrum will manage the
software changes and also projects
managing.

Designing/Preparation.

Scrum

Development/Testing.

XP

Final Delivery.
Maintenance.

Scrum
XP

To managing the project properly
and to improve the software as
well, to deliver the best quality of
the software.
XP accepts any changes, so the
development phase it may occurs
some changes wither it was in the
requirements or changes in the
software.
Managing the project/system.
Changes might occur.

:
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DIAGRAM

Figure 4: Diagram for Agile Mobile Application

5. CONCLUSION
Choosing the best software methodology for the mobile e-commerce
e commerce application is not hard nor
easy. There is no only one suitable model for all the projects, planning requirements and also the
payment
ent model, but agile methodology especially for the small businesses will hugely help the
most, due to its fucose on the project and the customer’s needs and satisfaction as well in the
same time. These small businesses that does not have a huge data it suits
suits the best for agile
because there is less documentation and publishing a product in short time. And for the ee
commerce applications and e-commerce
e commerce businesses in general as well their main focus is
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satisfying the customer, publishing a system in a short amount of time and providing a highquality product. Also, agile methodology has multiple techniques which were interduce above
that can suites most of the projects.
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